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Richard J. Li ttlefield*
Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Richland, Washington
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Abstract

:Bach node in a message-passing mul_icomputer typically has several communication
links. However, the maximum aggregate communication speed of a node is often less
tha_ the sum of its individual link speeds. Such computers are called node bandwidth

Iimit.ed (NBL). The NBL constraint is important when choosing algorithms because it
can change the relative performamce of different algorithms that accomplish the same
task. This paper introduces a model of communication performance for NBL computers
and uses the model to analyze the overall performance of three algorithms for vector

combining (global sum) on the ]J_tel Touchstone DELTA computer3 Each of the three

algorithms is found to be at least 33% faster than the other two for some combinations
of machine size and vector length. The N BL constraint is shown to significantly affect
the conditions under which each algorithm is fastest.

1 Introduction

, Each node in a message-passing multicomputer typically has several conm_.unication links,

and algorithms are often designed to use more than one link at the s me time. For example,

an algorithm to shift data across a mesh may simultaneously send on one link and receive
on another.

The performance of such algorithms is often estimated by assuming that the speed of each

link is constant, regardless of how many links are in use. This assumption is often incorrect.

"Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S.Department of Energy (DOE) by Battelle Memorial
Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830. The author's address is Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
P.O.Box 999, Richland, WA 99352; email rj..liz_lefieldepnl, gcr

lintel Supercomputer Systems Division, Intel Corporation, Bea.verton, Oregon. The Touchstone DELTA
computer is a result of specially directed efforts in support of the Concurrent. Supercomputing Consortium,
and is not marketed by lntel.
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In actuality, conflicts for other resources can cause the effective link speed to drop when

multiple links are in use. These conflicts cause the maximum aggregate commurdcation

speed of a node to be less than the sum of its individual link speeds. V,:e say tha.t such

machines are node 5andwidth limited (NBL) or have the NBL constraint.
The NBL constraint can change the relative performance of different algorithms to ac-

complish the same task, so the constraint should be considered when choosing algorithms.

For example, given two algorithms, the one using fewer links but more communicaton steps

may be faster on a machine with the NBL constraint, but slower on a machine without it.

This paper introduces a model of communication performance that reflects the NBL

constraint. The model is then used to analyze the overall performance oi" three algorithms

for vector combining (global sum) on the Intel Touchstone DELTA computer [1]. Global

sum is an important operation in many applications, such as molecul,_r dynamics using the

replicated data, strategy. The models and methodology presented here were developed as

part, of our stud), of alternate ways to implement protein dynamics on the DELTA.

Without the NBL constraint, one of the algorithms would hardly be worth implementing.

V_qth the NBL constraint, this algorithm becomes superior to the others over a wide range

of conditions, reaching 33% faster for some combinations of machine size and vector length.

lt could well be a mistake to choose one of these algorithms without considering the NBL
constraint.

Organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces a. model of communication

performance for NBL machines. Section 3 describes three algorithms for vector combining

and develops models for their overall performance. Performance of the algorithms, with and
without the NBL constraint, is discussed in Section 4. The summary and conclusions are
found in Section 5.

2 NBL Model

The stemda,rd model for communication cost in a message-passing multicompuIer is'

T = el +/3 S

i where T is the total time t,o tra.nsfer the message, a and /3 are constants depending on thecompul, er hardware and operating system, and S is the message size. This model works wall

j for most computers when each node uses only one link a.t a time.\,Vhen multiple messages are sen_. and received at nomina.lly the same time t)3' a single

1 node, the standa,rd model can break down. As a node at, tempts I,o utilize more t,hal, one

com, munica,tion link a.t the same time, conflicts can arise for other resources, such as pat}as

to memory or processor cycles to manage the corm_aunica,tions [2], These conflicts cause a
message to take ]onger than the standard model would predict.

i-I To model this effect, we extend the cost equation to rea, d:

I T(L) = La+ f(L)/3S

.,,
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where L is the number of communication links thai. are nominally active at the same time,
and T(L) is the time to send L messages of size S. That is, we assume that using multiple
links does not change the overhead cost per message, and that any overlap of data. transfer (if
any) depends on the number of nominally active links, as indicated by f(L). By definition,
f(1) = 1.

Particularly simple forms of'f are f(L) = 1, meaning that overlap is perfect (no band-
width constraint), and f(L) = L, meaning that messages cannot overlap at all (node band-
width equal link bandwidth). Useful, but not perfect, overlap is modeled by 1 < .f(L) < L.

3 Global Combining

3.1 Task and Approach

To illustrate dealing with the NBL constraint, we consider the ta.sk of global vector comb'in,i77g;
that is, combining corresponding elements of many vectors, one per node of a distributed
memory computer, and broadcasting the resulting vector to all the nodes. An example is
global sum.

Global vector combining is a.good task to consider because it is conceptually simple, is an
important kernel operation in many distributed memory applications, and is used with widely
varying data volumes and node counts. For example, in a molecular dynamics application
using the replicated data strategy, updating the system state requires a,global sum of vectors
that may contain ]Oa to 10s numbers, while convergence checks in many iterative algorithms
require vectors only 1 or 2 elements long. Further, the applications might run on computer
systems containing from a few nodes to several hundreds or thousands of nodes.

Because of the wide variety of situations, it seems likely that using different algorithms
in different situations will yield higher performance than using a single algorithm across the
whole span. The fastest way to combine a single value across a thousand nodes may not, be
the fastest to combine a million values across a handful of nodes.

The problem is how to choose good algorithms. One approach is to implement a variety
that seem plausible, and then run a wide range of experiments to choose the winners and
characterize when they should be used. An aiterna,te approa, ch, pursued here, is to use easily
constructed performance models as screening tools to decide what to implement, and then
to use experimental results to refine the,, models so tha,t the models ca,n be used to choose
the best algorith_n for the situation a,t hand.

3.2 Algorithms

The three algorithms considered here are appropriate for a comput.er with a 2.-D mesh with
cut-through routing; tha.t is, where latency is independent of distance in the absence of link
conflicts. Al1 of them work by incrementally combining data elements until a single node
holds the result, from which it is broadcast. All of the algorithms are free of link conflicts;
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Figure 1: Communication pattern at several steps in the Tree algorithm.
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Figure 2: Communication pattern at several steps in the Snake algorithm. Numbers indica.te
the data block being transferred. The last diagram in this series shows block 1, now full},
combined, starting to be sent back outward.

that is, no link carries more than one message in the same communication step. They differ
in communication topology and whether the communications are pipelined.

Tree, illustrated in Figure 1, uses a binary tree scheme. At each step of the algorithm,
half the participating nodes send all their data to the other half in a single message. After
the data has arrived, the receiving nodes combine the incoming data with their own. Then
half of those send all their data to the other half, and so on. When the final result is a.vailable
in one node, the process is reversed to broadcast the result. Note tha.t this algorithm does
not use pipelined communications. On a hypercube, the algorithm can be mapped such that
it could be pipelined without introducing link conflicts. In general _his cannot be done on a
mesh.

Snake, illustrated in Figure 2, uses a linear communication structure with pipelining.
The data vector is processed in blocks. Let the nodes be numbered 0 to P-1 along the snake.
In the first step of the algorithm, node number P-1 sends its first block of data "inward"
to its neighbor_ node P-2, where it is combined with that node's data. In the second step,
node P-1 sends its second block of data to node p.o while node P-2 simultaneously sends

the first block of data (now pa.rtially combined) to node P-3. This process continues until
node 0 receives the first block and combines it to produce a final result. In the following

step, the first block of results is sent back "outward" from node 0 to 1, while subsequent
blocks continue to migrate inward. Note that four links per node are a.ctive in the middle of
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Figure 3' Communication pattern at several steps in the Fence algorithm. Numbers indicate
the data block being transferred. The last diagram in tt_is series shows blocks 1 and 2, now
fully combined, being sent back outward.

pipelining.
Fence, illustrated in Figure 3, is conceptually similar to Snake, except, that Fence uses

a 2-D communication structure. Ea.ch block is passed down the columns and across thebottom row. Nodes in the middle of each column combine two data blocks: their own and

one arriving from above. Nodes along the bottom row combine three data blocks: their own,
one arriving from above, and one arrivir g from the right. When a block arrives a.t the lower
left node, the final result for that block is sent back the way it came, fanning out to the right
and up. Note that six links per node are active in the middle of pipelining.

3.3 Algorithm Performance Models

Forsimplicity, we assume that communication is not overlapped with computation. We also
assume that the algorithms are loosely synchronous; that is, ali of the nodes perform each
step of the algorithm at the same time. (This assumption is not strictly justified since there is

_=.
__ no global synchronization. In fact, nodes can get substantially out, of sync with our pictures,

a point we will touch on in a later section.) With these assumptions, the total execution
time is the sum of the communication and computation times for the busiest node in each

step. Since these algorithms pass the same amount of data, on each 1ink (if any is passed at
, all), we will also assume that the busiest node is the one with the most active links.

With these assumptions, writing the models is a. straightforward if tedious task of enu-
merating what communication and computation is done at each step in the algorithm. The
derivation and resulting models are shown in the Appendix.

4 Performance Impact of the NBL Constraint

il 4.1 Theory
Our model of the NBL constraint is that it effectively reduces the speed of each link when
more than one link is used at the ,_:.ametime. This constraint has three main effects.
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Figure 4: Effect of the NBL constraint on the relative performance and optimum block sizes
for the Snake and Fence algorithms.

, Algorithms using more than one link run slower than if the effective link speed were
constant.

. Algorithms that use more links at once are affected worse than algorithms that use
fewer links.

• The ratio of startup cost to transfer time (a,/(f(L)_) is changed, which can alter

parameters like the optimum block size for pipelined coml_unlcations.

These effects are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, which compare the following two sets of

model assumptions:

Standard Model f(L) = ]
Nominal NBL Model f(5) = L

Figure 4 shows execution time of the Snake and Fence a.lgorithms as a. function of block
size for a typical case. Note that the NBL model predicts significantly slower execuroion, a

shift in the optimum block size, and a reversal of which algorithm is faster.

Figure 5 shows the fastest algorithm (Tree, Fence, or Snake) as a function of vector length
and mesh size. Under both models, the Tree algorithm is fastest for short vectors. Without

the NBL constraint, the Fence algorithm is fastest almost everywhere else, while Snake wins

onh, in a small regime with very long vectors on just, a few nodes. In contrast, with the NBL

constraint, Snake is fastest over a large regime including both moderately long vectors a.nd

many nodes.
These results can be understood in terms of the number of steps and asymptotic (long

vector) throughput of each algorithm. Tree has the fewest steps, but also has the lowest
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Figure 5: Effect of the NBL constraint on the regimes where each of the three algorithms is,
fastest.
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I throughput because of the lack of pipelining. Fence is intermediate in both number of steps
and throughput, and Snake has the most steps but the highest throughput. The NBL

i constraint penalizes both Fence and Snake, but affects Fence worse because it uses more-_ links at once (six for Fence versus four for Snake). The effect is to enlarge the regimes in
which Tree and Snake are fastest.

4.2 Empirical Results

This section describes a series of experiments performed on the Intel Touchstone DtsLT!

computer [1]. As shown in Figure 6, the DELTA has a 2-D mesh topology. Each node of the
mesh consists of a router module that has independent links in both directions to each of its 4

nearest neighbors, plus another pair of links to the node processor. Ali data coming int,o and
out of the node processor share that pair of links and their associated queueing hardware. In
addition, data movement to and from the queues is done by the node processor, leading t.o
the possibility of processor saturation. This description suggests that the DELTA probably
has some sort of NBL constraint. However, it is not easy to identify which of the factors
would be practical limits, and thus it was not, clear a priori how stringent the constraint
would be.

Table 1 shows the results of a testjig program designed to investigate the NBL constra.int

in a simple setting. The program runs on a 3 x 3 mesh, with the central node communicating
with 1, 2, or g of its neighbors. Four cases were measured: central node just, receiving from

ii one neighbor (L=I)a.nd central node exchanging (both sending and receiving)with one,two, and three neighbors (L=2, L=4, L=6). The results indica.te that for long messages the
machine ia almost perfectly NBL constrained (,f(L) = L), but that shorter messages a.ppear
to have some overlap (f(L) < L).

,,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ....
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Figure 6: Topology of the Intel Touchstone DELTA computer. Each router module has
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Ali three global combining algorithms were also implemented and measur(_d, Test cases
included all combinations of three mesh sizes (4 x 4, 16 x 16, and 16 x 32), 5 vector lengths
(L_.=I02, 10a, 104, 10_, and 5 x 105), and a range of block sizes (S=20 to 600),

In practice, the Fence and Snake algorithms consistently perform a little better than
pri_dicted by the nominal .[(L) = L. Qualititatively, an effect like this would be expected,
sir_,ce the measured ./(L) shown in Table 1 are smaller than nominal values. However, it,
is conceivable that the effect could be due to other causes. One wa_yt,o check would be

to directly incorporate the measured f(L) into the model. Bowever, since f(5) apparently
v_,,riesdepending on block size, this would require more empirical work to fully characterize
t}l,evariation of .f(L).

A simpler indica,tion can be obtained by fitting the general NBL model to the empirical
dl_i_taby treating the f(L) as parameters, This produces the following result:

Fitted NBLModel: f(2)= 1,1
./'(3) = 1.3
f(4) =3,9
.fiG)= 5.]

Figure 7 shows a s_mple of experimental data illustrating the accuracy of th, fitted NBL
model and relative performance of the three algorithms, lt is apparent tha.t the fitted NBI.,
model is a.ccurate over a,wide range of Ar and P. This figure also helps in understa.nding the
't:.ransition regime, where the fastest, algorithm is first, Tree, then Fence, then Snake, as the
vector length is increased. The final two cases, P -2-16, N=10 _'and N=5 x l0 s, illustra,te the
regime with very long vectors, where Snake is asymptotlcal]y up t,o 33_ faster than Fence,

Although the fitted NBL model is accurate, we must be cautious in assigning meaning
t.o the f(L) obtained in this way, On the surface, the numbers seem to imply that, two or
_hree links can be used with good m,erlap (f(L) ,_ 1). while with four or more ].inks there
is little if an?, overlap (,f(L) _ L). This seems unlikely and is inconsistent with t.he testjig
measurements shown in Table 1, \:Vesuspect, that the rea.1explanation lies in the dynamics of
the Fence and Snake algorithms. The fitted f(4) and f(6) values describe tlne period durirlg

' which the pipelines are full, constraining the system to work synchronously. However the
•fitted f(2) _'_ndf(3) values describe the early and late stages of' each algorithm, while the
pipelines are filling and draining. We speculate that these stages violate the assumption
of synchronization, and tha.t data blocks become sepera,ted in the mesh in such a v,'a>"tha:
only a single communication link is actually in use when the model sas,s tha.t, two or three
should be, We pla,n to stud)' this phenomenon more closely in future work, Until the issue
is resolved, it seems prudent to use the nominal NBL model t,o evalua.t.e unimplemented
algorithms.

The effectiveness of using the non'final NBL model can be seen by comparing Figures 8
and 5. Figure 8 shows the regimes where each algorithm is observed t,o be best, while Figure
5 shows the predictions of both nominal NBL and the standa,rd model. It, is a,ppa.rent that
the nominal NBL model provided a more accurate evaluation.

9
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Figure 8: R.egimes where each of the three algorithms is fastest, based on empirical data.

5 Summary and Conclusions

We have introduced a model of communication performance for node bandwidth, limited
(NBL) computers, and have used that model to analyze the overall performance of three
algorithms for global vector combining on a ?-D mesh computer. The NBL constraint ha.s
been shown to be important in determining the regimes in which each of the algorithms is
fastest. With the NBL constraint, each of the three algorithms is the best by a significa.nt
margin in useful regimes. Empirical results from the Intel Touchstone DELTA computer
have confirmed the theoretical models and indicate that the DELTA behaves as an NBL

machine. These results will be important in choosing and designing further algorithms for
the DELTA and machines with similar characteristics.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Derivation of Performance Models

.The following symbols are defined'

W width of the mesh (number of nodes per row).

H height of the mesh (number of nodes per column).

Y total number of nodes ("processors"), P = HW.

a, ft, f, L as per the NBL model.

c2 computational cost, per element, of combining two vectors (e.g., vl = vl+v2).

ca computational cost, per element, of combining three vectors at the same time

(e.g., vl = vl + v2 + v3).

N number of elements per vector.

S size of each block of data (for pipelined communication schemes).

S number of blocks of data (B = FN/S]).

Tree: This Mgorithm doesno pipeliningand each node usesonly _ singlecommunication

linkper step,

T = (log2(W) . 1og2(H))* (2(c_ + f(1)flN) . c21¥)

Snake: This algorithm uses different numbers of links in various steps. Assuming that

: /3 >_ 3, stepping through the algorithm shows the following sequence of activity'

Number Number of

of steps active links (L) Comment
|
•; 1 1 Node P-1 sends, P-2 receives

P-2 "2 Some node sends and receives partially combined

| data (PCD)

i 3 Node 1 also receives final result

B-3 4 Node 1 sends and receives data and final results

1 3 Node 1 sends PCD, sends and receives final results

P-2 2 Some node sends and receives final results

1 1 Node P-2 sends P-1 final results

,|

I
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The totalexecutiontimeis:

(P-2) , (2 • (a + f(2)flS) + c_S) +

1 , (3 • (a + f(3)/3S)+ c2S) +

(B-3) • (4 • (a + f(4)flS)+ c2S) +

1 • (3 • (a +/(3)/_S) + c2S) +

(P-2) • (2 • (a + f(2)flS)) +

1 • (1 • (a+ f(1)ZS))

The optimum blocksizeS underthisrnodelcan be determinedby solvingdT/dS - O.
(Symbolicmath packagesaregood forthis.)

So_, -- ('!Ya/((P - 2)(c2 + 2ft f(2)) + 2flf(3)- 3fl.f(4))) 1/2

Fence: Following the same procedure as with Snake, the timeline is:

Number Number of

of steps active links (I) Comment

1 1 First block starts down from top
H-1 2 First block continues down, turns corner
W-2 3 3-way combining along bottom row

1 4 Result turns around at node 0,0
B-3 6 3..way combining and 2-way fanout along bottom

rOW

1 4 Final block goes to node 0,0
W-2 3 Ftesults return along bottom row.
H-1 2 Last result block turns corner and goes up

1 .[ Last block enters upper right node

The total execution time is:

r = 1 , (1, (a + f(1)/YS) + c_S) +

(H-l) • (2, (a + .f(2)flS) + c2S)+

(W-2) • (3, (a + f(a)flS) + c3S) +

1 • (4, (a + f(4)flS) + c3S) +

(B-3) , (6, (a + f(6)DS) + c3S) +

1 , (4, (a + f(4)/3S) + c3S) +
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(W-2) * (3 • (c_+ f(3)/3S)) +

(H-l) * (2 • (ez+ f(2)/3S)) +

_1 1 • (1 • (c_+ f(1)jSS))and the optimum block size is:
.I

_-! so_, = (6N_/[H(c=+ 25f(2)) + W(ca+ 2/_f(3))

I -3c3+/3(2f(1)-2f(2)-4f(3)+2f(4)-3f(6))])_/2 (1)

I
7.2 DELTA System Parameters

The results reported here used DELTA system parameters determined by a variety of testjig
programs run at software revision X020 using the Intel communication routines csend and
crecy. The link speed (/_) was deliberately reduced by a factor of 2X during this test period
so avoid intermittent hardware problems. The value reported here should not be taken to

reprcsent system performance 'in production mode.

c_ = 54/_sec
/3 = 1.54 #sec/double (5.2 Mbytes/sec)
c2 = .25/_sec (4.0 MFLOPS)
ca , #sec (5.3 MFLOPS)
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